How do we model expertise?
• We are given:
-A large number of subjects (classes) -Few samples per subject (class) -Large number of total samples
• Goals:
-Verification
• Given novel sample and known subject name, verify that sample matches subject -Identification
• Given novel sample, find subject in database 
Covariance Matrices (I)
• Let x and y be sets of vectors… • What if I want to know the relation between the i th element of x and the j th element of y?
Background Concepts: Outer Products
• Remember outer products :
• Why?
• Because if I have two vectors, their covariance term is their outer product Covariance Matrices (III)
• The covariance matrix is the outer product: 
Why would you do this?
• Imagine the first set of vectors was demographics -Age, weight, income…
• The second set of vectors was medical info:
-Blood pressure, cholesterol, sugar levels, etc.
• Then the covariance matrix tells you about relations between demographics and medical conditions Covariance Matrices (IV)
• It is interesting & meaningful to look at the covariance of a set with itself:
• Now how do you interpret W i,j ?
• Does S have any special properties? 
Covariance Matrices (V)
Covariance matrices of 2D data sets (easy to draw) • The Eigenvalues capture how much the dimensions in X co-vary • The Eigenvectors show which combinations of dimensions tend to vary together
